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In this paper we calculate the contributionDs to the self-diffusion coefficientD0 from the coupling
of solute motion to solvent density fluctuations in an infinitely dilute near-critical binary mixture
using the methods of fully renormalized kinetic theory in the disconnected approximation. The
expression forDs is found to be similar to mode-coupling expressions for diffusion coefficients in
dense or supercooled liquids. As a function of the solvent densityr, and along the critical isotherm,
D0 exhibits an anomalous decrease in the vicinity of the critical point that originates in the vanishing
of Ds according to the scaling relationDs;(r2rc)

2, whererc is the critical density. An analogous
decrease inD0 has recently been observed in the simulations of Drozdov and Tucker@J. Chem.
Phys.114, 4912~2001!# on a neat liquid of Lennard-Jones particles, and has been ascribed to local
density inhomogeneities in the medium.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Although critical fluctuations are well-known from
renormalization group and other calculations to produ
anomalies in both static and dynamic quantities,1 questions
remain about the near-critical behavior of certain transp
properties—notably the self-diffusion coefficientD0 , a pa-
rameter implicated in the control of quantum processes in
condensed phase2—for want of reliable experimental data
The customary uncertainties in experimental measurem
of critical phenomena appear to be especially pronounce
measurements of diffusion coefficients, which have be
found to be anomalous in some experiments, and norma
others.3

Theoretical estimates of these coefficients, relying ty
cally on some version of gas-phase theory extended to hi
densities, or some version of the Stokes–Einstein the
modified ad hoc to improve its agreement with experimen
data, have not always been in agreement either.4 An early
mode coupling calculation by Keyes,5 for example, sug-
gested that near the critical point,D0 shows, at most, a
weaker anomaly than the viscosity, while a later calculat
by Gitterman6 along rather different lines suggeste
that it vanishes ast1.3, t[uT2Tcu/Tc being the reduced
temperature.

Calculations of themutualdiffusivity D in binary mix-
tures near the critical point have been less ambiguous:
suggest thatD vanishes like the inverse correlation lengthj
along the critical isochore.7 Since D reduces toD0 in the
limit of vanishing amounts of one component, these res
seem to imply thatD0 should also decrease anomalous
Evidence for such behavior has been seen in recent sim
tions by Drozdov and Tucker8 on a neat Lennard-Jones fluid
The anomaly here has been ascribed to critical point chan
in the density profile of the fluid surrounding the tagg
particle, and is in a direction opposite to anomalies in norm
dense mixtures of solutes in solvents of larger size, wh
show anenhancementover the Stokes–Einstein prediction9
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The present paper is an attempt to provide an indep
dent theoretical estimate ofD0 in dilute near-critical binary
mixtures using the fully renormalized kinetic theory~FRKT!
developed by Mazenko and co-workers.10–17The FRKT for-
malism, in addition to providing a first principles phas
space approach to particle dynamics, is naturally suited
description of the near-critical region, as it systematica
replaces bare by renormalized interactions, thereby ensu
the development of an effectively long-ranged interparti
potential on approach to the critical point. This renormaliz
potential allows for the introduction of well-controlled ap
proximations into the dynamical equations governing se
motion. The FRKT formalism therefore offers an alternati
to approaches based on mode coupling theories. The pre
calculations confirm the existence of an anomalous decre
in D0 near the critical point, and suggest that it is primar
the coupling of solute motion to solvent density fluctuatio
that is the cause.

The following section briefly sets down the argumen
for identifying the density fluctuations of the solvent as t
principal component ofD0 in the neighborhood of the criti-
cal point. The FRKT formalism is then introduced and d
veloped in Sec. III to treat this component. Although FRK
methods have been extensively reviewed, they are neve
less discussed here in some detail in the interests of c
pleteness, and in order to provide a single unifying persp
tive. The expressions derived in this section are largely ex
but opaque, so a number simplifying approximations are
troduced in Secs. IV and V to obtain more transparent a
lytic results, which are then used in the concluding section
derive scaling relations for the diffusion coefficient, to es
mate its actual numerical values under different thermo
namic conditions for a chosen model system, and to comp
the general results with mode-coupling and other
proaches.
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II. CONTRIBUTIONS TO SELF-MOTION

Three important dynamical processes contribute to
motion of a solute particle through a solvent: direct bina
collisions, collective solvent density fluctuations, and tra
verse solvent currents.9,18 ~Longitudinal current effects can
also contribute, but they are generally negligible.! If the sol-
vent is dense, the inertial component of the motion, ass
ated with pairwise interactions between individual m
ecules, is usually—but not always—small;9,18 as a first
approximation, therefore, it is omitted in these calculatio
which are interested primarily in identifying someminimal
set of processes that could plausibly account for an ano
lous decrease inD0 . If attention is further restricted at thi
stage to the asymptotic near-critical region, where the de
of the density fluctuations is slow, the contributions fro
transverse solvent currents can likewise be ignored. The
proximation should probably be avoided in a more sophi
cated formulation of the theory, since fluids near the criti
point are not necessarily as dense or as slow as the glas
supercooled liquids to which the approximation is mo
likely to apply. This leaves the collective density fluctuatio
of the solvent, which act to ‘‘cage’’ the motion of the solut
as the dominant effect controlling the behavior ofD0 . Near
the critical point of the solvent, therefore, it is assumed t

D0'Ds , ~1!

whereDs is identified with self-motion governedsolely by
solvent density fluctuations in the immediate neighborho
of the critical point. The anomalies inD0 are therefore as
sumed to originate wholly from the anomalies—if any—
the behavior ofDs . The basic goal of the paper is therefo
to derive an expression forDs , and this is done using th
methods of renormalized kinetic theory. The calculations
quite involved, so readers uninterested in the mathema
details can skip the next several sections and proceed dir
to Eq. ~56!, which is the final expression forDs .

III. KINETIC THEORY

A. Definitions

The dynamical state of a mixture ofN1 particles of the
solute~component 1! and N2 particles of the solvent~com-
ponent 2! is characterized completely by their positions a
momenta, which~for self-motion! are specified by the fol-
lowing phase space densities:

f s
(1)~1!5ANd~r12R1

(1)!d~p12P1
(1)!, ~2!

f (2)~1!5(
i 51

N2

d~r12Ri
(2)!d~p12Pi

(2)!. ~3!

HereN5N11N2 , while Ri
(a) andPi

(a) are the position and
momentum of thei th particle of theath component, whose
actual values, enforced by the delta functions, are given
the field variablesrn andpn . Following Mazenko,15 we use
the abbreviationn[rn ,pn to refer to these variables. Th
subscripts distinguishes self from collective phase spa
densities.~Recall thatD0 is the self-diffusion coefficient a
any given temperature and density;Ds is the self-diffusion
coefficient in the vicinity of the critical point under cond
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tions where solvent density fluctuations are assumed to
dominant.! To determineDs for a tagged particle of the sol
ute ~component 1!, we require the following dynamical cor
relation function15

Cs
(11)~12;z!5^ f s

(1)~2!~z1L !21f s
(1)~1!&, ~4!

wherez is a complex frequency~the Laplace conjugate o
the timet!, andL is the Liouville operator, defined by

L5L0
(1)1L0

(2)1LI
(11)1LI

(22)1LI
(12) , ~5!

where

L0
(a)52

i

ma
(
i 51

Na

Pi
(a)

•¹R
i
(a), ~6!

LI
(aa)5 i(

i 51

Na

(
j Þ i

Na

¹R
i
(a)V(aa)~Ri

(a)2Rj
(a)!•¹P

i
(a), ~7!

LI
(12)5 i(

i 51

N1

(
j 51

N2

¹R
i
(1)V(12)~Ri

(1)2Rj
(2)!•~¹P

i
(1)2¹P

j
(2)!.

~8!

V(11),V(22) and V(12) are the solute–solute, solvent–solve
and solute–solvent pair potentials, respectively, whilema is
the mass of componenta. In Eq. ~4!, the angular brackets
denote an equilibrium ensemble average over the in
phase space distribution function of the mixture,
Cs

(11)(12;z) is the Laplace transform of an equilibrium pha
space time correlation function. The superscript~11! @and in
general~aa!# identifies the correlation function as an aut
correlation function.@Later expressions will use the supe
scripts ~12! or ~21!—these will refer to distinct correlation
functions.#

B. Equation-of-motion for Cs
„11…

„12;z…

The operator identity (A1B)215A212A21(A
1B)21B may be used to write the correlation function as

Cs
(11)~12;z!5

1

z
C̃s

(12)~12!2
1

z
^ f s

(1)~2!~z

1L !21L f s
(1)~1!&, ~9!

where the tilde denotes the equilibrium value of the corre
tion function~which is assumed to be known exactly!. Using
properties of the delta function~such as, ]d(x2y)/]x
52]d(x2y)/]y), the action of the Liouville operator on
the phase space density may now be re-expressed in t
operators involving only the field variables. In this way, it
easily shown that

L0
(1)f s

(1)~1!52L0
(1)~1! f s

(1)~1!, ~10!

L0
(2)f s

(1)~1!50, ~11!

LI
(11)f s

(1)~1!52E d1̄LI
(11)~11̄!g(11)~11̄!, ~12!

LI
(22)f s

(1)~1!50, ~13!

LI
(12)f s

~1!~1!52E d1̄LI
(12)~11̄!g(12)~11̄!, ~14!
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L0
(1)~1!52

i

m1
p1•¹r1

, ~15!

LI
(11)~11̄!5 i¹r1

V(11)~r12r 1̄!•~¹p1
2¹p1̄

!, ~16!

LI
(12)~11̄!5 i¹r1

V(12)~r12r 1̄!•~¹p1
2¹p1̄

!, ~17!

with the higher-order correlation functionsg(11)(11̄) and
g(12)(11̄) being defined asg(11)(11̄)5 f s

(1)(1)( iÞ1
N1 d(r 1̄

2Ri
(1))d(p1̄2Pi

(1)) and g(12)(11̄)5 f s
(1)(1) f (2)(1̄). The

symbol*dn denotes an integration over the variablesrn and
pn . When Eqs.~10!–~14! are substituted into Eq.~9!, we
obtain a dynamical equation forCs

(11)(12;z):

@z2L0
(1)~1!#Cs

(11)~12;z!

5C̃s
(11)~12!1E d1̄LI

(11)~11̄!^ f s
(1)~2!~z1L !21

3g(11)~11̄!&1E d1̄LI
(12)~11̄!^ f s

(1)~2!~z1L !21

3g(12)~11̄!& ~18!

[C̃s
(11)~12!1E d1̄fs

(11)~11̄;z!Cs
(11)~ 1̄2;z!. ~19!

The second equality in the above expressions is the defin
of a new dynamical correlation functionfs

(11)(11̄;z). The
terms on the left-hand side of Eq.~18! describe ‘‘free stream-
ing’’ motion ~motion that occurs in the absence of interm
lecular forces!, so the correlation function defined by E
~19!—called a memory function—contains, by constructio
all of the remaining dynamical many body effects that app
when intermolecular forces are present.

C. The memory function

From Eq.~19!, the definition of the memory function i
seen to be

E d1̄fs
(11)~11̄;z!Cs

(11)~ 1̄2;z!

5E d1̄LI
(11)~11̄!^ f s

(1)~2!~z1L !21g(11)~11̄!&

1E d1̄LI
(12)~11̄!^ f s

(1)~2!~z1L !21g(12)~11̄!&. ~20!

An exact but formal expression for the memory function
now obtained as follows: Eq.~20! is multiplied by
Cs

(11)(22̄;z)21 and integrated over 2~i.e., overr2 andp2) to
produce:
n

-

,
r

fs
(11)~11̄;z!

5E d3̄d4̄LI
(11)~13̄!Cs

(111)~13̄;4̄;z!Cs
(11)~ 4̄1̄;z!21

1E d3̄d4̄LI
(12)~13̄!Cs

(121)~13̄;4̄;z!Cs
(11)~ 4̄1̄;z!21,

~21!

where

Cs
(111)~13̄;4̄;z![^ f s

(1)~ 4̄!~z1L !21g(11)~13̄!& ~22!

and

Cs
(121)~13̄;4̄;z![^ f s

(1)~ 4̄!~z1L !21g(12)~13̄!&. ~23!

If we introduce an adjoint form of Eq.~4!, defined as

Cs
(11)~12;z!5 ^ f s

(1)~1!~z2L !21f s
(1)~2!&, ~24!

an equation-of-motion analogous to Eq.~18! is easily de-
rived; it is given by

@z1L0
(1)~2!#Cs

(11)~12;z!

5C̃s
(11)~12!2E d2̄LI

(11)~22̄!

3^ f s
(1)~1!~z2L !21g(11)~22̄!&

2E d2̄LI
(12)~22̄!^ f s

(1)~1!~z2L !21g(12)~22̄!&. ~25!

The operator@z1L0
(1)(2)# is now applied to both sides o

Eq. ~20!, combined with Eq.~25! and simplified. Equation
~21! is then substituted into the result. After relabeling, it c
be shown that19

E d1̄fs
(11)~11̄!C̃s

(11)~ 1̄2!

52 (
a51

2

(
b51

2 E d1̄d2̄LI
(1a)~11̄!

3LI
(1b)~22̄!Gs

(1a1b)~11̄;22̄;z!, ~26!

whereGs
(1a1b)(11̄;22̄;z) is a dynamical four-point correla

tion function that is defined as

Gs
(1a1b)~11̄;22̄;z!

5Cs
(1a1b)~11̄;22̄;z!2E d3̄d4̄Cs

(1a1)~11̄;3̄;z!

3Cs
(11)~ 3̄4̄;z!21Cs

(11b)~ 4̄;22̄;z!. ~27!

~The three- and four-point correlation functions of Eq
~22!–~27! are identified by superscripts that match the sup
scripts of the phase space densities that appear in their
nitions. For instance, in Eq.~23!, the first two indices of the
superscript~121! refer to the phase space density that follo
the Liouville operator, while the last index refers to the pha
space density that precedes the operator. The argumen
the three-point correlation function are just the arguments
the corresponding phase space densities.!
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D. Vertex interactions

It proves useful to introduce a new four-point correlati
function Ḡs

(abgd)(ab;cd;z), defined implicitly by15

Gs
(1a1b)~11̄;22̄;z![ (

m51

2

(
n51

2 E d3d3̄d4d4̄

3G̃s
(1a1m)~11̄;33̄!Ḡs

(1m1n)~33̄;44̄;z!

3G̃s
(1n1b)~44̄;22̄!, ~28!

where the tilde denotes, as before, the equilibrium value
the correlation function. Using Eq.~28! in Eq. ~26!, the
memory function can now be written as

E d1̄fs
(11)~11̄;z!C̃s

(11)~ 1̄2!

52 (
m51

2

(
n51

2 E d3d3̄d4d4̄V (11m)~1;33̄!

3Ḡs
(1m1n)~33̄;44̄;z!V (11n)~2;44̄!, ~29!

where the vertex functionV (11m)(1;33̄) is given by

V (11m)~1;33̄![ (
a51

2 E d1̄LI
(1a)~11̄!G̃s

(1a1m)~11̄;33̄!.

~30!

A similar definition holds for the vertex function
V (11n)(2;44̄). These functions are purely static quantitie
i.e., they do not depend on the frequencyz. They can be
computed exactly in terms of the familiar pair correlati
functions of equilibrium statistical mechanics when trip
correlations between particles are ignored. Under th
conditions12,15

G̃s
(1a1m)~11̄;33̄!5C̃s

(1a1m)~11̄;33̄!, ~31!

where

C̃s
(1a1m)~11̄;33̄!5^g(1m)~33̄!~z1L !21g(1a)~11̄!&. ~32!

Substituting Eqs.~31! and~32! into the definition of the ver-
tex function, and using the properties of the Liouville ope
tor in conjunction with the definition of the equilibrium av
erage, one can derive the following relations:

V (aam)52vo
(am)L̃ I

(am)~33̄!d~13̄!, ~33!

where

vo
(am)5rarm f o

(a)~p3! f o
(m)~p3̄!g(am)~r32r 3̄! ~34!

and

L̃ I
(am)52

i

b
¹r3

ln g(am)~r32r 3̄!•~¹p3
2¹p3̄

!. ~35!

Here,b51/kBT, ra is the number density of theath com-
ponent,f o

(a)(p) is its normalized Boltzmann velocity distri
bution, g(am)(r2r 8) is the radial distribution function be
tween the two components andd(13)[d(r12r3)d(p1

2p3). The vertex function is thus seen to be related to
f

,

t
se

-

e

potential of mean force@which is proportional to lng(am)(r3

2r 3̄)#, the original bare interactions having been replaced
fully renormalized interactions.

IV. APPROXIMATIONS

One could extend the above formalism further by e
pressing the four-point correlation function in terms of s
higher-order correlation functions, but the usefulness of t
procedure is doubtful. The strategy at this stage is there
to use physical considerations to arrive at reasonable
proximations to the existing correlation functions.15,16,19The
first step in this strategy is to invert the equation definingḠs

@Eq. ~28!#. In real timet the result is

Ḡs
(1m1n)~33̄;44̄;t !

5 (
a,b51

2 E d1d1̄d2d2̄G̃s
(1a1m)~33̄;11̄!21

3Gs
(1a1b)~11̄;22̄;t !G̃s

(1n1b)~22̄;44̄;t !21, ~36!

which, when combined with Eq.~29!, leads to

fs
(11)~12;t !r1f o

(1)~p2!

52 (
a,b51

2

(
m,n51

2 E d3d3̄d4d4̄d5d5̄d6d6̄

#3V (11m)~1;33̄!G̃s
(1a1m)~33̄;55̄!21Gs

(1a1b)~55̄;66̄;t !

3G̃s
(1n1b)~66̄;44̄!21V (11n)~2;44̄!. ~37!

When component 2~the solvent! is near its critical point, the
expression for the memory function can be simplified
virtue of the so-called disconnected approximation14,15,19for
the four-point correlation functionGs

(abgd)(ab;cd;z). In
general, this function can be writtenexactlyas the sum of a
connected contribution and a disconnected contribution.
connected part of the function vanishes when its field po
are separated into sets that are spatially independent; u
the same operation, the disconnected part remains fini19

Near the critical point, the physical processes that are imp
tant in determiningḠs are expected to be governed by th
collective effects associated with the onset of long-range
der. Such effects involve pairs of particles that first collid
then move apart under the influence of the medium but
dependently of each other, and then eventually recollide.
process is collective in that the correlations that lead to re
lision are mediated by the environment. It is reasonab
therefore, to approximateGs

(abgd)(ab;cd;z) by its discon-
nected part.14 This is helpful because under this approxim
tion we have the exact relation

Gs
(aman)~11̄;22̄;t !5Cs

(aa)~12;t !C(mn)~ 1̄2̄;t !, ~38!

which also holds for the equilibrium value of the correlatio
function. Now it is easily shown that

Cs
(aa)~12!5ra f o

(a)~p1!d~12! ~39!

and
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C̃s
(ab)~12!5dabd~12!ra f o

(a)~p1!

1rarb f o
(a)~p1! f o

(b)~p2!h(ab)~r12r2!, ~40!

whereh(ab)(r12r2) is the indirect correlation function in
troduced by Ornstein and Zernike.20 Hence,

C̃s
(aa)~12!215d~12!/vo

(a)~1!, ~41!

wherevo
(a)(1)5ra f o

(a)(p1), and

C̃(ab)~12!215dabd~12!/vo
(a)~1!2c(ab)~r12r2!, ~42!

with c(ab)(r12r2) being the direct correlation function be
tween the two components. These results, when substit
into Eq. ~37!, produce, after lengthy algebra, the followin
expression for the memory function in Fourier space:

fs
(11)~k;p1 ,p2 ;t !

5
1

vo
(1)~2!b2 (

a,b

2 E dqq•¹p1
q•¹p2

S(ab)~q,t !

3Cs
(11)~k2q;p1 ,p2 ;t !c(1a)~q!c(1b)~2q!, ~43!

where

S(ab)~q,t !5E dp1dp2C(ab)~q;p1 ,p2 ;t ! ~44!

is the definition of the dynamical structure factor of the m
ture.

When one of the components of the mixture~say, 1! is
infinitely dilute, Eq.~43! may be simplified further to

fs
(11)~k;p1 ,p2 ;t !

5
1

vo
(1)~2!b2 E dqq•¹p1

q•¹p2
S(22)~q,t !

3Cs
(11)~k2q;p1 ,p2 ;t !uc(12)~q!u2, ~45!

which is a generalization of the result derived by Mazen
for the memory function of a one-component plasma.14

V. FURTHER APPROXIMATIONS

In general,Ds may be obtained from15

Ds5 lim
z→ i01

iV~z!, ~46!

where

V~z!52
i

3 E0

`

dteizt^v1~ t !•v1~0!& ~47!

with v1(t) the velocity at timet of the tagged particle. The
following identity relatesV(z) to the two-point correlation
function of the tagged particle introduced earlier:

V~z!5 lim
k→0

1

3r1m1
2 E dp1dp2p1•p2Cs

(11)~k;p1 ,p2 ;z!.

~48!

The two-point correlation function in turn can be express
in terms of the memory function through
ed

o

d

S z2
1

m1
p1•kDCs

(11)~k;p1 ,p2 ;z!

2E dp1̄fs
(11)~k;p1 ,p1̄ ;z!Cs

(11)~k;p1̄ ,p2 ;z!

5C̃s
(11)~k;p1 ,p2!. ~49!

The above equation forCs
(11)(k;p1 ,p2 ;z) can be solved in

principle, given the expression for the memory function d
fined by Eq.~45!. The procedure involves the expansion
the phase space correlation functionsCs

(11)(k;p1 ,p2 ;t) and
C(22)(q;p1 ,p2 ;t) in a complete orthonormal set of mome
tum eigenfunctions representing hydrodynamic and n
hydrodynamic modes of excitation.15 ~The hydrodynamic
modes are governed by the slow variables that are assoc
with the conservation of mass, momentum, and ener!
Rather than pursue this approach, however, which is tec
cally challenging, we simply assume that the behavior
dominated by the single hydrodynamic mode associated w
number conservation, so that

Cs
(11)~k;p1 ,p2 ;t !5 f o~p1! f o~p2!Ss

(11)~k,t !, ~50!

where

Ss
(11)~k,t !5E dp1dp2Cs

(11)~k;p1 ,p2 ;t !. ~51!

Now in thek50 limit, Eq. ~49! can be inverted as

Cs
(11)~0;p1 ,p2 ;z!5E dp1̄@zd~p12p1̄!

2fs
(11)~0;p1 ,p1̄ ;z!#21C̃s

(11)~0;p1̄ ,p2!.

~52!

To a good approximation, it can be assumed that the mem
function is diagonal in the momentum eigenfunctions.15,19

Equation~48! for V(z) may then be approximated by

V~z!'
kBT

m1

1

z2R~z!/3m1kBT
, ~53!

where

R~z!5E dp1dp2p1•p2fs
(11)~0;p1 ,p2 ;z! f o

(1)~p2!, ~54!

which, using Eqs.~45! and ~50!, produces

R~z!52 i
~kBT!2

r1
E

0

`

dtE dqeiztq2Ss
(11)~q,t !

3S(22)~q,t !uc(12)~q!u2. ~55!

Equations~46!, ~53!, and~55! now lead to

Ds
215

1

3r1
E

0

`

dtE dqq2Ss
(11)~q,t !S(22)~q,t !uc(12)~q!u2,

~56!

which can be expressed in terms of measurable paramete
the system once the correlation functions are specified. T
is the key result of the present section, and its implicatio
are discussed below.
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VI. DISCUSSION

A. Scaling relations

Because the system is close to the critical point of
solvent, it is reasonable to assume that the relevant le
scale in the problem corresponds to smallq, and that the
correlation functions are all adequately represented by t
hydrodynamic forms.12 For the dynamic structure factors
these are20

Ss
(11)~q,t !5r1e2q2Dst, ~57!

S(22)~q,t !5r2S̃(22)~q!F S 12
CV

CP
De2q2DTt

1
CV

CP
cos~csqt!e2q2GtG , ~58!

whereS̃(22)(q) is the equilibrium structure factor of the so
vent, which can be approximated by

S̃(22)~q!5
r2kBTkTj22

q21j22 , ~59!

with kT the isothermal compressibility andj the correlation
length of density fluctuations;CV and CP are the constan
volume and constant pressure heat capacities, respect
DT is the thermal diffusivity,cs is the adiabatic speed o
sound, andG is the sound attenuation constant. In order
obtain results forDs , that at least initially can be expresse
in analytic form, the expression for the dynamic structu
factor @Eq. ~58!# is further simplified to

S(22)~q,t !'r2S̃(22)~q!e2q2DTt, ~60!

using the fact that the ratioCV /CP is fairly small near the
critcal point. ~For ethane, for example, it is between abo
1022 to 1023 in the density range 0.73<r/rc<1.16 along
the critical isotherm,21 rc being the critical density.!

No comparably tractable analytic representation of
direct correlation functionc12(q) is known. ~One is known
for a mixture of hard spheres,22 but a hard-sphere mode
would probably be unsatisfactory near a critical point, sin
attractive interactions are likely to be important there.! How-
ever,c12(q) is known to be finite at the critical point, so
should be possible to approximate it by its long wavelen
limit c12(0). Approximations to this quantity are somewh
easier to devise because of the many thermodynamic id
ties based on fluctuation theory that it is known to satisfy23

For example, in the limit of infinite dilution, it can be show
that24

c12~0!5
1

r2
F12

V̄1
`

kBTkT
G , ~61!

whereV̄1
` is the partial molar volume of the solute at infini

dilution, an observable property of the system that can~and
has! been determined in experiments and simulation25

However, rather than attempt to incorporate such data
our analysis, we simply use the further approximation

c12~0!'
1

r2
, ~62!
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which is in the spirit of Mazenko’s treatment of the therm
conductivity near the critical point of a one-compone
liquid.12

When Eqs.~57!, ~60!, and ~62! are substituted into Eq
~56!, the integrals there can be evaluated exactly.~However,
a cutoff L on the integral over wave vectorsq is introduced
to ensure finiteness.! Ds is then found to be

Ds5
DT

~4p/9!kBTkTL3F~1,3/2;5/2;2L2j2!21
, ~63!

where F(a,b;c;z) is the Gauss hypergeometric function.26

Because the dimensionless distanceLj is large, it is useful to
rewrite the hypergeometric function in Eq.~63! as26

F~1,3/2;5/2;2L2j2!5
3

L2j2 FS 1,21/2;1/2;2
1

L2j2D
2

3p

2L3j3 FS 3/2,0;3/2;2
1

L2j2D ,

~64!

so that a series expansion can be used to approximat
When such an approximation is used in Eq.~63!, we find

Ds
215DT

21F 4p

3j2 kBTkTL

3H 12
p

2Lj
1

1

L2j2 2
1

3L4j4 1...J 21G . ~65!

From Eq.~65!, one sees thatDs manifests a scaling form
in the reduced temperaturet—near the critical point,27 Ds

varies essentially asDTj2/kT , but DT;t0.67, j;t20.63 and
kT;t21.239, and so

Ds;t0.65. ~66!

In terms of the reduced density,Dr5ur2rcu/rc , the scaling
of Ds along the critical isotherm is expected to be28

Ds;Dr0.65/b5Dr2.01, ~67!

whereb50.324 is the value of the exponent that charact
izes the vanishing of the gas–liquid coexistence curve.

Equation~66! for the scaling ofDs with temperature at
fixed density is in agreement with predictions based on m
coupling and renormalization group analyses.29

B. Numerical estimates of Ds

Numerical estimates ofDs can be obtained from Eq.~63!
if the values of the cut-offL and the coefficientsDT , kT ,
andj at different temperatures and densities are specifiedL
is the sole parameter related to the solute, and may be i
tified with an inverse hard-sphere radius. The other para
eters relate to the solvent, and for selected solvents, ca
obtained from the National Institutes of Science and Te
nology ~NIST! database,21 which uses compilations of ex
perimental data on different solvents measured close to
far from the critical region to derive multiparamete
equations-of-state for the thermodynamic and transport p
erties of a given system. In order to illustrate more quant
tively the general trends in the behavior of the diffusion c
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efficient near the critical point,Ds is calculated from Eq.
~63! as a function of density at a fixed temperature for
solvent ethane assuming that the size of the solute co
sponds to aL arbitrarily assigned the value 1/1.9 A21 based
on results for a one-component plasma.13 The critical tem-
perature and density of ethane are, respectively, 305.4 K
6.87 mol L21, and the NIST database is used to generate
thermodynamic and transport coefficients at a fixed temp
ture of 307 K ~corresponding to a reduced temperatu
u12T/Tcu of 5.2431023! and at a series of densities b
tween 5 mol L21 and 8 mol L21 around the critical density
These values are substituted into Eq.~63! along with the
given value of the cutoff to produceDs . The results are
shown in Table I, whereDs is expressed in units of m2s21.

These results have no direct experimental counterpa
but they are of the same order of magnitude as diffus
coefficients measured for a number of different solut
solvent pairs.3 Moreover, they are consistent with the obs
vation of near-critical anomalies in the self-diffusion coef
cient in the simulations of Drozdov and Tucker,8 where the
self-diffusion coefficient is first seen to decrease with
crease in density at fixedT close toTc , then to reach a
minumum nearrc , increasing thereafter with further in
crease in the density, and eventually decreasing again be
the asymptotic critical region. The simulation results ha
been ascribed to the existence of local density inhomoge
ities around the diffusing species; the results of the pres
work ultimately derive from a model that neglects all but
single hydrodynamic mode—the solvent density fluctu
tion—in the dynamical equations governing self-motion. T
underlying mechanism of mass transport in both sets of
culations therefore appears to be fundamentally the sam

The estimates ofDs in Table I can be refined by im
provements on the one hand, to the direct correlation fu
tion ~along the lines suggested earlier! and on the other, to
the self and collective structure factors. For example, an
proved description ofSs(q,t) could use16

Ss
(11)~q,t !5r1e2q2W(t)/2, ~68!

where

TABLE I. Ds calculated according to Eq.~63! at selected values of the
solvent density for a fixed temperature of 307 K.

Density
~mol/L!

Ds

m2/s(31011)

5.00 22.48
5.25 18.33
5.50 15.05
5.75 12.64
6.00 11.04
6.25 10.18
6.50 9.98
6.75 10.40
7.00 11.50
7.25 13.50
7.50 16.80
7.75 22.05
8.00 30.08
e
e-

nd
ts
a-

ts,
n
–
-

-

nd
e
e-
nt

-
e
l-

.

c-

-

W~ t !52DsF t1
m1Ds

kBT
~e2kBTt/m1Ds21!G . ~69!

This form of the correlation function smoothly interpolat
between the long-time limit given by Eq.~57! and the
short-time free-particle limit given bySs

(11)(q,t)5r1

3exp@2q2t2kBT/2m1#. Similarly, S(22)(q,t) could be as-
signed different functional forms in different intervals of th
wave vectorq. In the interval 0<q<1/L, for example, it
could be given by Eq.~58!, whereas in the interval 1/L<q
<`, it could be given by30

S(22)~q,t !5r2S̃(22)~q!exp~2q2D22t/S̃
(22)~q!!, ~70!

where D22 is the self-diffusion ceofficient of the solven
These approximations no longer allowDs to be evaluated
analytically.

C. Relation to mode-coupling theory

Diffusion in binary mixtures is characterized in gener
by a mutual diffusion coefficientD that contains contribu-
tions from both self and cross diffusivities.20 Microscopi-
cally, D can be expressed as the time integral of an inter
fusion current correlation function, as follows:

D}E
0

`

dt^J~ t !•J~0!&, ~71!

where

J~ t !5x2(
i 51

n1

vi
(1)2x1(

i 51

n2

vi
(2) . ~72!

Herexa andna , a51,2 are the mole fraction and number
particles, respectively, of theath species in the mixture
while vi

(a) , a51,2 is the velocity of thei th particle of this
species. The angular brackets refer to an equilibrium
semble average. In the limit of vanishing amounts of o
component, say component 2, corresponding to the solutD
reduces to the self-diffusion coefficientD0 of that compo-
nent, and is expressible therefore as the time integral o
velocity–velocity time correlation function for a tagged so
ute particle in an excess of the solvent. In general,D0 is the
sum of abackgroundpart Db that is an analytic function of
its thermodynamic arguments, and anexcesspartDD that is
nonanalytic and that dominates the behavior ofD0 in the
near vicinity of the critical point.DD has been found from
mode-coupling theory31 and other variants of the theory32,33

to have the general form

DD5
kBT

6phj
V~qcj!, ~73!

where h and j are the solvent viscosity and correlatio
length, respectively,qc is a cutoff on the wave vectorq, and
V(qcj) is a so-called crossover function that interpola
between the asymptotic critical regime whereqcj→` and
the noncritical regime whereqcj→0.

Near the critical point, the thermal diffusivity is in gen
eral given by27 kBT/6phj, so Eq.~63! for Ds in the present
calculations actually manifests the same functional form
DD above if the function 1/@(4p/9)kBTkTL3F(1,3/2;5/2;
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2L2j2)21# is identified with the crossover functio
V(qcj), the cut-offqc being equated withL. By appropriate
adjustment ofL, the crossover functionV(qcj) so identified
can be made to approach unity in the limitLj→`, thereby
producing a Stokes–Einstein form for the diffusion coe
cient.

The more general formula forDs is given by Eq.~56!.
The right-hand side of this equation is actually identical~up
to numerical constants! to the expression for the memor
function associated with density fluctuations in dense or
percooled liquids derived on the basis of a density functio
formulation of mode-coupling theory.34 The memory func-
tion in such theories is in general the time correlation fu
tion of a random force, and is related to the friction coe
cient of the solute, which in turn is related to its diffusio
coefficient by the Stokes–Einstein equation. The rand
force may be identified with anosmoticforce originating in
the excess chemical potential due to interparti
interactions.35 The excess chemical potential in turn is t
real-space convolution of a direct pair correlation functi
and the deviation of the collective number density from
mean value. The product of the local density of the tagg
particle and the gradient of the chemical potential is direc
proportional to the force, and the force–force correlat
function obtained thereby can be shown, in Fourier space
have the same structure as the right-hand side of Eq.~56!.

Thus, the present kinetic theory approach within the d
connected approximation and applicable near the crit
point of the solvent is effectively equivalent to mode co
pling theories of binary mixtures of slow dense liquids.
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